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Solution to the Mock Test

All problems on the mock contest were collected from various previous offerings of this contest. The
contest website has abundant practice tests for you to try if you wish to have more practice.

For more information about the contest and practice contests, consult: http://www.brocku.ca/caribou/

1. 364
The day of the year that I am born will not change (for example, I’ll always be born on the
62nd day of the year), although it might land on a different day of the week. Hence if I want
the day that I’m born in the year to land on the same day of the week, the number of days
in the year must be divisible by 7. Out of all these numbers, only 364 is divisible by 7.

2. 7
84÷ 4− 84÷ 6 = 21− 14 = 7

3. 98
Uncle Rat eats: 2×52 = 104 books a year. Aunt Rat eats: 12÷2 = 6 book a year. Therefore,
uncle rat eats 104− 6 = 98 more books a year than aunt rat.

4. 20
Each raven has 2 feet, each polar bear has 4 feet. If the caribou saw 3 times more raven than
polar bears, then the number of ravens he saw must be a multiple of 3. Suppose he saw 1 polar
bear and 3 ravens, then he would’ve saw 6 + 4 = 10 feet. Any combination of feet, keeping
the ratio of polar bears to ravens the same, would be a multiple of 10. The only multiple of
10 here is 20. Hence the caribou must’ve saw 20 feet (i.e. 6 raven and 2 polar bears).

5. 11
This is a basic question that tests how many prime numbers you know. Note, as a good
problem solver, you should always know your primes under 100. MEMORIZE THESE, there
aren’t that many! The prime days in May are: 2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 29, 31 to a total
of 11 prime days. (Note: 1 IS NOT A PRIME!)

6. 24
You could solve this problem by listing 2 equations in x, y variable with x representing the
height, y representing the width. You’ve not learned how to do this, so you don’t really have
to. Let’s take a look at the area, 81 = 9× 9 = 3× 3× 3× 3. This is the prime factorization of
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81, if you recall from the prime factorization lesson a month-ish ago. Since 9 won’t work as a
side length (perimeter not equal to 60), the only other possible factorization is 81 = 27 × 3.
Then we have that 3× 27 = 81 and 2× (2 + 27) = 60. Then the longer side must have length
27 and shorter side length 3. Hence the longer side is 24 cm longer than the shorter side.

7. 90
The greatest sum of digits is 9+9 = 18. Therefore, any number greater than 18 is larger than
the sum of its digits. Let’s look at the numbers between 10 and 18. The greatest of these is
18, whose sum of digits is 1 + 8 = 9. The value of the numbers smaller than that decrease by
1 each, so does the sum of their digits. Hence all numbers between 10 and 18 will never be
smaller than the sum of their digits. Therefore, all numbers between 10 and 99 are greater
than the sum of their digits. We have a total of 99− 10 + 1 = 90 numbers in this range.

8. 5
Tricky question. This question is of the genre: mathematical games. Your method for getting
3L of water would be to get the 16L bucket full, dump from it into the 15L bucket. Now you
have 1L left in the 16L bucket, so dump out the 15L bucket, pour the 1L left from the 16L
bucket into the 15L bucket. Then fill up the 16L bucket again, dump as much as you can into
the 15L bucket. This time you’ll only be able to dump 14L in, since there was already 1L of
water in the 15L bucket. So you’ll have 2L left in the 16L bucket. Dump out the 15L bucket,
pour the 2L left from the 16L bucket into the 15L bucket. (You’ve poured 4 times so far from
16L bucket into 15L bucket). Now fill up the 16L bucket again, dump as much as you can
into the 15L bucket. Now you have 3L left in the 16L bucket and you are done. Hence you’ve
poured 5 times from the 16L bucket into the 15L bucket.

9. 3
This is a typical problem of the P igeonhole Principle, which basically says that if you have
more pigeons than holes, at least one of the holes must have 2 or more pigeons inside. If you
take 3 balls from the box, and there are only 2 colours to choose from, then at least 2 of them
must be the same colour.

10. 6
In total, they caught 4 times Nick’s catching. So 12÷ 4 = 3. Nick caught 3 fish. Mike caught
3 times of that, so Mike caught 3× 3 = 9 fish in total. Mike caught 9− 3 = 6 more fish than
Nick.

11. 3
The height of a picture frame is 10× 3 = 30. Therefore, to make an entire frame, we need the
perimeter, i.e. 30× 2 + 10× 2 = 80cm of framing material. We have 240cm framing material,
hence it’ll make 240÷ 80 = 3 picture frames.

12. 0.01%

13. 4 km
This is another good tricky problem. A picture is worth a thousand words. Refer to the
picture below:
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Total Water drank
Water drank in 1km 20

20
40
60

60
120

80
200

Away

Back

Total Water drank
Water drank in 1km 100

300
120
420

140
560

Total distance away=4 km
14. “If Alice does not do her math homework, then she will watch Dancing with the Mathematical

Stars.”
This is a problem of the type: Propositional Logic. Propositional Logic works with problems
that involve the truthfulness of a particular statement. The key to do this problem is under-
stand what their conversation actually is conveying. Alice says that she’ll definitely do either
math or watch TV, but definitely not both, hence the first statement is not always true. Also
she didn’t specify which one she will do and which one she will not 2do, hence the second and
third statements are also not true. Therefore, the only statement here that is completely true
is that if she doesn’t do math, the she has to watch TV.

15. 16
This problem is quite easy, but there is a catch that most people miss. A lot of people take
it for granted that “Oh, well then I’ll just need twice the number of wools to knit it since
the side length is twice as it was”. NO!!! When the side length of a square doubles, its area
QUADRUPLES! A square of side length 12 has area 12 × 12 = 144, which is 4 times larger
than that of a square with side length 6. Therefore, we need 4× 4 = 16 balls of wool to knit
this square!

16. 4
There are smarter ways and not so smart ways of doing this problem. We, as problem
solvers, should do it the smarter way. Remember that the rule of distributivity says that
(a + b) × c = a × c + b × c. We’ve that 17 × 19 = (9 + 4+?) × 19. Clearly, “?” equals 4.
I.e.(9 + 4 + 4) × 19 = 17 × 19. (The not so smart way on the other hand is to calculate the
actual value of 17× 19 and subtract whatever is on the right side, lastly divide by 19 to get
the “?”.)

17. “10 elves and 5 dwarfs”
This is another mathematical game type of question. If elves always tell the truth, then
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suppose I have 1 elf, then either one of its left or right needs to be a dwarf and an elf. So
now I have 2 adjacent elves. Now consider the dwarf beside the initial elf, the dwarf always
lies, so on its other side must also be an elf. I.e. the dwarf must be neighboured by 2 elves.
Therefore, we have a pattern of: {elf, elf, dwarf, elf, elf, dwarf, etc}. There are 15 inhabitants
surrounding the circle, since the number of elves is twice the number of dwarfs, there must be
10 elves and 5 dwarfs.

18. 42
A simple counting of all of the shape’s faces and the number of cube faces on that certain face
gives the total surface area. Beware of double counting. Another way of doing this is to see
that the bigger cube with 8 blocks has surface area 4× 6 = 24 The rectangular prism on the
side has surface area (2 + 3 + 6) × 2 = 22. Now, two cube faces from each of the shapes are
covered, so there are 4 cube faces double counted. The total number of cube faces exposed is
24 + 22− 4 = 42. The surface area is 42.

19. 4:39
This is considered one of the hardest questions you’ll see on the grades 5-6 level (or 7-8 level)
of the Caribou Math Contest. The inside angle of a circle is 360◦. There are 12 hours on the
clock, therefore, between each hour, the hour hand of the clock elapses 30◦. But every time
the hour hand of the clock moves 1 hour (i.e. 30◦), the minute hand surrounds the clock once.
Hence, every time the minute hand moves 12◦, the hour hand will move 1◦. But the minute
hand moving 12◦ on the clock is moving exactly 2 minutes (since there are 60 minutes and
clock has 360◦). Therefore, for every 2 minutes, the degree between the hour hand and the
minute hand will increase by 12 − 1 = 11◦. Initially, at 4:30, the two hands of the clock are
at 45◦ (can you see why?). If it’s 4:38, then the angle between the two hands of the clock is
45◦ + 11◦ × 4 = 45◦ + 44◦ = 89◦ < 90◦. Therefore, for the angle between the hands to be an
obtuse angle, the clock must’ve moved at least 9 minutes from 4:30. Therefore, 4:39 is the
first time in the list of times that the angle between the hour and the minute hand form an
obtuse angle.

20. 1
4

A simple problem of probability of independent events explains this. The probability of
getting 3 heads in a row is 1

2
× 1

2
× 1

2
= 1

8
. This is the same for getting 3 tails in a

row. Therefore, the probability for getting EITHER 3 heads in a row OR 3 tails in a row
is 1

8
+ 1

8
= 1

4
. A more straight forward way of doing this, if you have no clue of rules

of probability, is to write out all the possible outcomes of 3 consecutive coin toss. i.e.
{(h,h,h),(h,h,t),(h,t,h),(h,t,t),(t,t,t),(t,t,h),(t,h,t),(t,h,h)}. Then your desired outcomes are
2 out of the all possible 8. Hence the probability is 2

8
= 1

4
.
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